THE TRANSISTORIZED LM FREQ METER

A few simple modifications and you can plug FETS right into the tube sockets.

The last word may never be written about the BC-221 and LM frequency meters. The LM is particularly attractive because it is in the smaller package. With transistors replacing tubes, it has features most everyone wants — it is rugged, portable, and accurate, to name a few. I will describe a conversion of an LM-15 frequency meter in which field-effect transistors replace tubes; the power supply becomes a standard 9V transistor radio battery and the current drain is less than 3 mA when all functions are energized. In addition, I offer calibration information which will be of interest to anyone having a BC-221 or LM without the official calibration book. I bought an LM-15 for a temptingly low price (Fair Radio Sales Co., Lima, Ohio, $14.95). The set is sold in the “as is” condition with tubes and crystal but without calibration book. It is a good idea, but not necessary, to start with a set which is working before making the change to FETS. Resistance measurements will show if the circuits are complete. Important values are marked on the schematic of Fig. 1.

Smash Tubes

The most difficult part of my conversion was getting up the courage to smash the tubes! I wanted the bases for mounting transistors. Place the tubes one at a time in a paper sack, hold the top closed and with a metal object, strike the glass through the paper. The flying glass is caught and collected for disposal. Scrape and clean the mastic from the inside of the tube bases. Should you choose to mount a transistor socket in the wall of each tube socket, you can use the original wires; otherwise, unsolder the old wires and replace the needed ones with about 2 in. of sturdy new tinned wires. The appropriate tube base pin connections are shown in Fig. 2. Actually there is no preferred mounting scheme. Use whatever appeals to you.

Check for clearance between socket and walls. My conversion used transistor sockets mounted on metal plates which were bolted to the wall of the salvaged tube bases. This allowed FET substitution to determine which ones would work best in the several circuits of the LM. All FETS used are N-channel.

Modification

With cover removed and the LM in the upright position, front panel toward you, on the left side wall, look through two oblong machined slots and see mounted on a phenolic board a 50 kΩ plate resistor. Parallel it with about 6 kΩ. Turn the LM upside down, panel toward you. On the underside, two resistors must be shorted and a jumper wire made up and connected. Short R115, which is a 15 kΩ wirewound resistor, quite visible on a phenolic board at the left of the 1000 kHz crystal can.
Run an insulated wire from a terminal of this shorted resistor to the 260—470V tap contact of the link switch. This wire can be about 6 in. long and conveniently passes through a wall slot behind the crystal socket. The link switch and its terminals are on a phenolic board in the compartment aft of the crystal socket. The jumper wire will cross near the grid resistor, R109, of the crystal oscillator. While there, change the 100 kΩ (R109) to 1 MΩ. Next, unfasten the screws holding the phenolic board located to the left of the power plug. Tip up the board and short across R108. This is a 20 kΩ composition resistor which is in the plate voltage line to the audio amplifier. Also, at the power plug, locate pin 36. Short it to chassis ground. On most sets pin 36 is the ground return for the vfo cathode. The circuit was closed through external connections in a power supply. You have completed the surprisingly few changes needed to make the LM work on FETs and a 9V battery.

The VFO

With FET source connected to pin 5, drain to pin 2, can to pin 1 (if needed), plug the FET into the vfo socket. Connect a solid wire between terminal E109 and the gate of the FET. (Terminal E109 held the grid cap wire for the vfo tube.) Connect a 9V battery to the power plug pins. PLUS to 26 and MINUS to terminal 41. If you have a milliammeter in the battery lead, it should read about 1.5 mA when you turn on the FIL and PLATE switches. Provided you were fortunate in the choice of FET, you should hear a clear CW signal in your receiver. Set your receiver to 2 MHz or 4 MHz. You may need to connect a wire from the rf coupling post on the front of the LM to your receiver antenna. Rotate the LM dial between 0300 and 0600 on the readout. Your vfo will be on the low end of 125—250 kHz or 2—4 MHz depending on the position of the low or high band switch. The XTAL and MOD switches should be off. The FET selected for the vfo may require a 47 kΩ resistor between gate and chassis ground. I found this to be true for the RCA 3N128, 3N142, and one of the two 40559A FETs. On the other hand, one RCA 40559A and one of several 2N3085 silicon N-channel FET from Poly-Paks worked beautifully without adding 47 kΩ to the gate.

Apparently junction and insulated-gate field-effect transistors have slightly different characteristics which show up in this peculiar vfo circuit. My own choice is the 3N128 with the additional resistor on the
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Fig. 2. Suggested semiconductor hookups for
tube sockets.

gate. You may find it necessary to "tune"
the source, drain, and gate resistances in
order to have your vfo working well with a
particular FET. I used potentiometers
across the various elements to arrive at the
recommended values. My vfo works reli-
ably from 10V down to 6V and the
maximum drain current is 1.5 mA.

Caution

Other oscillator hook-ups may occur to
you, and they will work — but the tuning
range and linearity of the vfo will suffer!
Linear tuning is most important, so stick
with that shown.

The AFO and AF Amplifier

The audio oscillator and amplifier
wasn't as fussy as the vfo. I used a Radio
Shack 276-664 FET — it is said to replace a
C-610 or 2N3088. I found that the Poly-
Paks "hobby" FET 92CU588 will work
equally well. In making up the socket, gate
goes to tube pin 3, source to cathode pin 4,
and drain to plate pin 2. That is all there is
to this one. Plug in the FET. When you
next turn on the 9V power, the milliam-

tion control. At this moment a rather pleasant 500 Hz tone will appear on the vfo frequency no matter which harmonic you have tuned in on receiver. Your modulator is finished. The audio amplifier is too, for that matter. You just won't hear anything in the headphones until you complete the crystal oscillator and the mixer circuits.

Crystal Oscillator

The reference oscillator is not much trouble. You have already changed the gate resistor from 100 kΩ to 1 MΩ. Actually this change may not be necessary because some crystals are more active and will oscillate well with the original resistor. Mine went into oscillation better with the higher value. The FET you select for this circuit can be one of several. Mine is a Motorola MPF-107. I found the Radio Shack 276-112 and the Poly-Paks 2N3085 also work, but draw more current. Whichever you choose, the gate connects to base grid pin 5, source to cathode pin 6 through a 2.2 kΩ resistor. Drain hooks to plate pin 4.

Now, when 9V is turned on, MOD off, XTAL on, you should hear the crystal oscillator signal every 1000 kHz on your receiver. The milliammeter should increase about 1.5 mA or less when XTAL is turned on. If you don’t hear the crystal frequency, bring the receiver antenna wire close to the crystal FET. We still haven’t made the connection which adds the crystal oscillator signal to the rf coupling post on the front of the LM. Assuming you have all circuits in working order up to this point, we move to the mixer.

Mixer

There is no single FET substitute for a pentagrid converter tube. The dual-gate MOSFET comes closest; however, use of one would have defeated my goal of simplest conversion. Therefore, four N-channel FETs are needed to do the work of three tubes, but what a saving in power supply! The mixer concerns itself only with beat frequencies occurring between the reference oscillator, vfo, or an external signal — all audio work. Thus, a hobby
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FET was selected. I used the Poly-Paks N-channel FET. A Radio Shack C-610 replacement will also work. Connect source to chassis ground through pin 6 of the tube socket; the drain connects to plate pin 2, gate to mixer grid cap wire through the lug in tube socket wall.

Finally, connect a capacitor (200–300 pF) from the top of the 2.2 kΩ crystal oscillator source resistor to the gate of the mixer FET (grid cap wire). You are in business.

With 600Ω phones plugged into the LM, you should hear all the necessary beat frequencies occurring between the vfo and the crystal oscillator as you tune the vfo through its range. XTAL must be on and the MOD switch off. Otherwise, the audio amplifier becomes the modulator and you hear nothing in the LM phones.

What Next?

With the beat notes loud and clear you are ready to calibrate. This is the most fun part of the work because the linear tuning rate of the LM is almost unbelievable. The slow rate is due to the series combination of the 2 section of C109, C101, tuning L101 or L102. The amount of the matter is that one revolution of the 100-division circular dial produces about 3 kHz change on 125–250 kHz range, and about 50 kHz per revolution on the 2–4 MHz range. The actual calibration of my unit was 2.89 kHz and 45.17 kHz per revolution.

The linearity can be checked by how little you need to vary the “corrector” for each zero-beat checkpoint. Each LM or BC-221 will be slightly different. Now, when you consider that the vernier allows you to split one division into tenths, then it is clear that you can set a frequency to better than 0.5 kHz over the range of the frequency meter. May I repeat:

1 dial revolution of
100 div = 45.17 kHz
1 division = 0.4517 kHz
1/10 div = 45 Hz

Therefore, all you need is a checkpoint at which to zero the vfo and start counting revolutions, divisions and tenths of divisions to accurately set any frequency within the two ranges of the vfo. I found it useful to construct graphs on K&E 358 11L graph paper. The grid is 10 X 10 (per 0.5 in.). The paper has 20 units vertical and 30 horizontal. This allows graphing 100 division and leaves room for 10 vernier divisions on the right hand end of the paper. Use the crystal checkpoints listed in Table I to locate your dial settings. Once graphed, a frequency can be selected directly from the chart, or, depending on the accuracy desired, interpolated between checkpoints.

Table I. Crystal Checkpoints

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Approximate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dial Settings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KHz</td>
<td>VFO XTAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Band</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>8 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>20 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166.667</td>
<td>6 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>5 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222.222</td>
<td>9 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>4 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Band</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2250</td>
<td>4 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td>2 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2750</td>
<td>4 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>1 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3250</td>
<td>4 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3500</td>
<td>2 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3750</td>
<td>4 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td>1 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is obvious from this discussion that the low band of the LM is fabulous. You can squeeze down to about 3 Hz by use of the vernier scale. By the way, hidden behind two cover plates just beneath the corrector knob are “high” and “low” paddler capacitors. These were used when vfo tubes were replaced to bring calibration book values into usefulness. The padders should be set near the middle of their range.

Make it Handy!

Fasten a handle to the case, strap on a 9V battery, go forth and have fun with your rejuvenated frequency meter. I use mine for its intended purposes as well as a band-edge marker and keying monitor.
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Figure 11 — Fundamental Circuits